[Humour and the theory of mind in schizophrenia: a review of the literature].
Humour is a universal phenomenon, a daily fact holding positive aspects valued in society. The sense of humour is subjective, inherent in each and everyone and difficult to assess. We could qualify it as an indefinable sense set by an absence of norms. This intangible notion occupies a primordial social role of communication, confidence, shared by all with both therapeutic and physical benefit. Scientists started researching this theme in schizophrenic patients from 1950. Studies show a net deficit of humour capabilities between healthy subjects and patients. The hypothesis of a deficit of the theory of mind in the evaluation of humour in schizophrenics is currently the object of several experiments. Nowadays, cognitive functions are also taken into account in humour perception studies. However the little or few studies relevant to this subject are a definite obstacle to the understanding of this complex phenomenon.